Level C, Theme 3

Pretest and Post-test

Date__________________________
Class__________________________

Questions for Individual Written Test

Pretest ____ Post-test ____

Name______________________________________

Please circle the option that best answers each question.

1.
When you communicate with a friend, what are you doing?
		1) Socializing		
2) Symbolizing
			
2.
Jane is standing next to Hector. How would you describe their positioning?
		1) They are observant		
2) They are adjacent
			
3.
If I go down into a cave, where am I?
		1) In a subterranean place		
2) In an aquatic place
			
4.
Which of the following would you say about identical twins?
		1) They represent each other		
2) They resemble each other
			

5.
The cook put the pot into some soapy water. What was he doing to the pot?
		1) Immersing it		
2) Installing it
			
6.
Donna’s red hair poured down when she took off her hat. What did her hair do?
		1) It congregated		
2) It cascaded
			
7.
The heavy rainfall filled the yard. What did the rainfall do?
		1) It inundated the yard		
2) It undulated the yard
			
8.
Some animals are only active at night. What types of animals are these?
		1) Nocturnal animals		
2) Botanical animals
			
9.
The audience clapped and cheered for the award winners. What does this mean?
		1) The winners were venerated		
2) The winners were verified
			
10.
Freddy concentrated carefully on what his teacher said. What was he doing?
		1) Attending to his teacher’s words		
2) Accumulating to his teacher’s words
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Level C, Theme 3

Pretest and Post-test
Answers

1. When you communicate with a friend, what are you doing? (socializing)

2. Jane is standing next to Hector. How would you describe their positioning?
		 (They are adjacent.)

3. If I go down into a cave, where am I? (I’m in a subterranean place.)

4. Which of the following would you say about identical twins?
		 (They resemble each other.)

5. The cook put the pot into some soapy water. What was he doing to the pot?
		 (immersing it)

6. Donna’s red hair poured down when she took off her hat. What did her hair do?
		 (It cascaded.)

7. The heavy rainfall filled the yard. What did the rainfall do? (It inundated the yard.)

8. Some animals are only active at night. What types of animals are these? 			
		 (nocturnal animals)

9. The audience clapped and cheered for the award winners. What does this mean?
		 (The winners were venerated.)

10. Freddy concentrated carefully on what his teacher said. What was he doing?
		 (He was attending to his teacher’s words.)
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